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Abstract—A 12 bit 200 MS/s analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
applies techniques of zero-crossing-based circuits as a replacement
for high-gain high-speed op-amps. High accuracy in the residue
amplifier is achieved by using a coarse phase in ZCBC followed
by a level-shifting capacitor for fine phase. Sub-ADC flash comparators are strobed immediately after the coarse phase to achieve
a high sampling rate. The systematic offset voltage between the
coarse and fine phase manifests itself as systematic offset in the
sub-ADC comparators. This offset is caused by the coarse phase
undershoot and the fine phase overshoot. In this work, the offset
is cancelled with background calibration by residue range correction circuits in the following stage’s sub-ADC. In addition, the subADC’s random comparator offset is calibrated with a discrete-time
charge-pump based background calibration technique. The reference buffer, bias circuitry, and digital error correction circuits
are all integrated on a single chip. The ADC occupies an area of
0.282 mm in 55 nm CMOS technology and dissipates 30.7 mW. It
achieves 64.6 dB SNDR and 82.9 dBc SFDR at 200 MS/s for a FOM
of 111 fJ/conversion-step. The SNDR degrades gracefully above the
designed sampling frequency to 62.9 dB at 250 MS/s, and remains
above 50 dB at 300 MS/s.
Index Terms—ADC, CMOS, 55 nm, pipelined, 12 bit, 200 MS/s,
zero-crossing based circuits (ZCBCs).

I. INTRODUCTION

A

NALOG-TO-DIGITAL converters (ADCs) are a fundamental building block in modern integrated circuits which
serve to process and convert real-world analog signals into a
format where digital signal processing and computation may
take place. As CMOS processes continue to scale, the increased
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device cutoff frequency and the associated smaller parasitic capacitance allow more power-efficient and faster logic which improves the performance of the digital electronics, allowing more
sophisticated and larger systems on a single chip. However,
these same scaling properties fundamentally challenge the design of analog integrated circuits because of lower intrinsic transistor output resistance, lower power supply voltages, increased
leakage currents, and higher device variability. In short, the intrinsic gain associated with a single-transistor stage
decreases with finer geometry CMOS processes. Simultaneously,
the available output swing is reduced due to the lower supply
voltages which are mandated to address device reliability concerns. Thus, the design of high-gain, low-noise op-amps has
become the main bottleneck in many switched-capacitor based
circuits.
A parallel trend with respect to ADCs is the demand for higher
resolutions and sampling rates. This is all set in the context
of ever-present constraint on area and power consumption.
Pipeline ADCs, given their area and power efficiency, are an
excellent architecture to simultaneously achieve both high
sampling rates and high resolution [1]–[5]. However, traditional
pipelined ADCs require high-gain op-amps for accurate residue
amplification. Recently, proposed calibration algorithms tune
the closed-loop gain error using low-gain op-amps to overcome
the incomplete settling due to the limited bandwidth, or poor linearity of the residue amplifier [6]–[8]. However, these methods
frequently rely on foreground calibration algorithms, normally
performed at power-on or during periods of converter inactivity,
thus making any sudden environmental changes difficult to
track during normal ADC operation. Conversely, background
calibration can track offset variation in real time; however, this
requires additional power and complexity, as well as potentially
slower and less effective calibration results as compared with
foreground algorithms. Zero-crossing-based circuits (ZCBCs)
are an attractive alternative to op-amp switched capacitor circuits where the op-amp is replaced with a zero-crossing detector
(ZCD) and a set of current sources [9]–[20]. A ring amplifier [21]
was introduced as another alternate approach for op-amp-based
circuit replacement in scaled technologies.
Compared with op-amp based circuits, the ZCBC method has
theoretically shown to be more power-efficient because a virtual ground condition is detected by a circuit that fundamentally
operates open loop, rather than utilizing a closed-loop op-amp in
feedback to force a virtual ground [22]. However, while ZCBC
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram with nonidealities illustrating (a) a typical op-amp-based switched-capacitor circuit settling characteristics in contrast to (b) the output
ramping of a zero-crossing-based switched capacitor circuit.

addresses many of the switched-capacitor (SC) gain stage shortcomings in nanometer technologies, achieving high accuracy
amplification, at high speed, has been a significant challenge.
For example, one previous ZCBC pipeline ADC implementation has achieved 10.5 bit ENOB but at speed 10 MS/s [13], and
another has achieved 11.0 bit ENOB but at only 50 MS/s [15].
This paper describes in more detail the techniques introduced
in [19] that allow higher speed ZCBC ADC operation with high
resolution. These techniques include a unidirectional dual-ramp
residue charging with correlated level-shifting capacitors, an
early sub-ADC decision that relaxes the critical timing, and a
residue range calibration technique. In addition, the sub-ADC’s

comparator offset is calibrated in this work resulting in improved performance compared to [19]. Section II presents techniques of the ZCBC for high-speed and high-resolution ADCs,
while Section III discusses the ADC implementation in detail.
Measurement results are presented in Section IV, followed by
conclusions in Section V.
II. ZCBCS FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE ADCS
A. Linearity Challenges of High-Speed ZCBC
1) Dual Ramp ZCBC Architecture: Fig. 1 illustrates the
basic differences between an op-amp based switched capac-
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Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of a ZCBC ramp. (a) Fast, slow ramp. (b) Dual ramp.

Fig. 4. Effect of level shifting capacitor for the fine phase current source.

loop. An error voltage
, results due to the finite op-amp
DC gain and incomplete settling. Fig. 1(b) depicts the time-domain waveforms for the ZCBC, where the virtual ground of the
gain stage is detected by the ZCD detector. The error voltage
in this case is now a function of the ramp waveform and
the detection operation, as will now be discussed.
In ZCBC, the output ramp is typically generated by charging
the capacitors with a current source. The nonlinearity associated with the current source creates an output-dependent overshoot variation which is analogous to the variation of the virtual
ground voltage of the op-amp-based circuit with a finite op-amp
gain. If the ZCD’s delay is zero, then the sample is taken precisely at the zero-crossing instant
, and the sampled output
voltage will be accurate. However in practice, the ZCD delay
is finite, which results in an overshoot. The magnitude of the
output voltage overshoot in ZCD circuits is a function of the
output ramp slope
and the ZCD delay
(1)
Fig. 3. Simplified schematic of ZCBC with series charging capacitor for fine
phase current source and timing diagram with a small residue (dotted line) and
a large residue (solid line).

itor circuit and a zero-crossing based switched capacitor circuit. Both circuits utilize a virtual ground to realize an accurate
gain stage, however the methods employed to achieve a virtual
ground condition and the resulting nonlinearities are quite different between the two implementations. Typical time-domain
voltage waveforms at the input and output of an op-amp-based
and a ZCBC gain stages are shown in Fig. 1(a). The virtual
ground of the op-amp-based gain stage is forced by the closed

, has two components: a constant comThe ZCD overshoot,
ponent
and a signal-dependent component
. The constant component
is easily corrected or tolerated in most
circuits. The variable component
typically results from
the nonlinearity of the output ramp. The current source’s finite
output resistance as well as nonlinear parasitic capacitance at the
output determines the ramp nonlinearity. If the
is signal-dependent, then this will also affect linearity, however, the
variation is small compared with the ramp nonlinearity. This
can be explained by noting that the ZCD sees nearly the same
ramp input at the same input common mode regardless of the
output residue. Thus, we can treat
as a scalar that only depends on the time-constant of the ZCD.
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Fig. 5. Timing diagram comparison with sub-ADC decision being made after either the fine phase or coarse phases.

Two options that reduce the amount of signal-dependent overshoot variation in ZCBC circuits are a current source with higher
output resistance, or a faster ZCD. Improvements in the current
source linearity can be achieved by using traditional output resistance enhancement techniques such as double or triple cascoding, and gain-boosted cascode current sources. To implement a faster ZCD, the transistors can be biased more aggressively with higher current densities. However, for both of these
options, physical transistor properties pose a practical limit to
how much improvement can be achieved for a reasonable power
consumption.
A third option for reducing the signal-dependent overshoot
variation is to lower the ramp rate. As shown in Fig. 2(a), a
fast ramp creates larger overshoot as compared to a slow ramp.
Therefore, in ZCBC circuits the dual ramp approach relaxes the
requirement for the current source output resistance to allow
simple cascode current sources [9], [11], [15]. The dual ramp
approach consists of coarse and fine phases to create and maintain a slow-fine ramp as shown in Fig. 2(b). The final overshoot
of the dual ramp is much smaller than that in a single ramp for a
given sampling speed because of the slower fine ramp rate that
minimizes the overshoot during this phase. Thus, the dual ramp
approach significantly improves the linearity, typically at least
proportionally to the reduction in the ramp rate.
In this design, a unidirectional dual ramp is adopted primarily
because the fine current source can be turned on much earlier than in the bidirectional dual ramp [15]. This shortens the
coarse phase duration, giving the fine current source more time
to settle before a zero-crossing event without consuming additional power. In addition, this strategy reduces transient disturbances during the transition from the coarse to fine phase current
ramps, ultimately enabling a shorter fine phase. Finally, a unidirectional ramp relaxes the output range requirements for the
coarse ramp current source.
2) Correlated Level Shifting for Fine Phase Current
Source: To improve the op-amp gain and increase output

Fig. 6. Pipeline stage output waveform and ZCD input waveform for early
sub-ADC decision.

swing, a technique called correlated level shifting (CLS) has
been proposed in prior art where a level shifting capacitor
samples a coarse output voltage [23], [24]. A similar CLS technique was proposed in ZCBC’s [14], [19], [36]. Unlike the CLS
in op-amp based circuits where settling must be interrupted to
sample the coarse output voltage, this technique exploits the
natural break in timing between the coarse and the fine phases.
The coarse output voltage is sampled when the ZCD trips at
the end of the coarse phase. Thus, there is no speed penalty for
the CLS in ZCBC’s.
The top of Fig. 3 shows a simplified ZCBC schematic in the
charge transfer phase with the level shifting capacitor
, the
coarse current source , the fine current source , and switches
for the fine phase current source. The two bottom-most plots in
Fig. 3 show timing diagrams for the clock signals and waveforms illustrating two extreme cases of output residue voltages,
one small and one large. The dotted line waveforms represent a
small output residue and are denoted with a ‘S’ subscript, while
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Fig. 7. Residue of MDAC. (a) Residue without offset. (b) Residue with offset.

a solid line is used for the large output residue waveforms that
have an “L” subscript.
It is clear that the differential input voltages to the ZCD
initially depend on the output residue voltage during the
. However, at the end of the coarse phase (on
preset phase
the falling edge of ), both the small and large residue ZCD
input waveforms transition from a coarse ramp to a fine ramp at
and
,
approximately the same undershoot voltage,
respectively. The ZCD input voltage is related to the output
voltage by the capacitive divider formed by
and
, at the
and
end of the coarse ramp. Also, the output voltages
undershoot the final values (
and
) by a
relatively small and nearly constant amount, shown as
. Both waveforms
and
then ramp in
and
the fine phase and cross zero, and the
signals end the charge
transfer.
If the fine current source were applied to the output voltage
directly, the current source would need to meet the linearity requirements over the entire output residue range, which is quite
challenging. By using the CLS technique to connect the fine current source to the output voltage through a series capacitor, the
current source output waveforms have a significantly reduced
at the very bottom
voltage range, as shown in the plot of
of Fig. 3. In this case, the maximum output range of the current source is limited to
, which is a fraction of the
overall residue range. In addition to the reduced range seen by
the current source that makes high output impedances straightforward to implement, the variation of output voltage at the current source drain is also drastically reduced.
This concept is further illustrated in Fig. 4 for a PMOS cascode fine ramp current source. Without CLS, the variation in
.
the voltage at the current source output is shown as
With CLS, the voltage trajectory is nearly constant, resulting
in near-constant overshoot that is limited by the precision of
. By way of explanation, after the
the coarse phase
coarse phase the incomplete settling coupled with the coarse
current source’s output resistance, result in slightly different unand
at the ZCD input. These difdershoot voltages
ferent undershoot voltages change the amount of voltage pro-

Fig. 8. Diagram of residue calibration in the case of a residue which is too low,
normal, and too high.

, which results in slightly different
vided by the fine ramp
final voltages
and
at the zero-crossing instant. Although this figure exaggerates the nonlinearity for purposes of illustration, simulations indicate a linearity improvement of approximately 30 dB by using a fine current source with
CLS compared with the variation of a current source without
level shifting. CLS therefore allows the same current source to
be operated in a way that is much less sensitive to the data-dependent output residue voltage.
Note that there is a capacitive voltage divider between the
fine current source output
and the output
of corresponding stage. The voltage division ratio is proportional to
, and the ratio approaches unity for
for small values of
very large
. While a small value of
has less capacitive
loading of the coarse ramp, the fine current source output range
is increased and the fine ramp linearity is accordingly degraded.
In this design, the size of
was selected through simulation
to achieve good fine current source linearity by maintaining a
while also balancing the impact of the inmodest range for
creased capacitance during the coarse ramp.
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Fig. 9. Residue calibration block diagram.

B. High-Speed Technique
High speed with ZCBC pipelined ADC’s are challenging because preset, coarse, fine, and sub-ADC decision phases for the
dual ramp architecture must be finished within a half clock cycle
while maintaining ramp linearity. Here we describe how the following stage’s sub-ADC decision can be made in parallel with
the fine phase ramp to relax the timing constraints.
1) Early Sub-ADC Decision: In Fig. 5, the gain stage
timing diagram for the proposed early sub-ADC decision are
compared with previous ZCBC designs [11], [15] that make
the sub-ADC decision after the fine phase. It is clear that, if the
following stage sub-ADC decision can be made in parallel to
the fine ramp phase, the sub-ADC delay, which takes up 20%
of the charge transfer phase, can be removed from the critical
timing path in the half-clock period. This allows the sub-ADC
design to be relaxed, resulting in a lower-power design with
more time to resolve metastability. In addition, the second stage
has more time available for charge transfer, which allows for a
reduced bandwidth and lower power implementation of stages
2–4. In this work, the sub-ADC decision is moved to just after
the coarse phase which saves approximately 400 ps of time
(20% of the available half clock period).

Fig. 6 illustrates waveforms for the residue output voltage and
the ZCD input voltage for a single sample.
is the output
voltage at the end of the coarse ramp phase, which is the voltage
that is sampled for the early sub-ADC decision.
is the output
voltage at the end of the fine phase after the zero crossing decision that is sampled by the following pipeline stage. Since there
is a voltage difference between
and
, the sub-ADC must
be able to compensate in some way for the voltage difference between the coarse and fine phase output voltages. However, we
have already noted in the previous section that in the dual ramp
approach there is a nearly constant voltage difference between
the coarse and fine phase output voltage. Thus, the voltage difference appears as a fixed systematic offset voltage on all the
sub-ADC comparators.
Fig. 7(a) shows the nominal MDAC residue without offset
in the sub-ADC decision. The nominal output residue range is
from
to
with a stage gain of 4. However,
because the sub-ADC decision is made immediately after the
coarse decision phase, the output voltage seen by the sub-ADC
is lower than the final output by a constant amount,
. This
effectively corresponds to a systematic offset on all sub-ADC
comparators which causes the residue to shift up as shown in
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Fig. 10. ADC architectural block diagram.

Fig. 11. ZCBC pipelined stages in both the charge transfer and sampling phases.

Fig. 7(b). In the gray area of Fig. 7(b), the residue extends outside its nominal range. This cuts into the digital error correction
range and degrades the available headroom of the coarse current source. To remove this overshoot in the residue voltage, a
calibrated systematic offset voltage,
, is added to all
sub-ADC comparator inputs. This approach keeps the MDAC
residue within the nominal range while retaining the speed advantage of early sub-ADC decisions. The offset depends on the
ramp rate and ZCD delay, necessitating calibration.
2) Residue Range Background Calibration: As discussed
in the previous section,
is a function of the fine ramp
rate and ZCD delay, which depend on process, voltage, and temperature. A slow ramp or a fast ZCD delay generates smaller
, and conversely a fast ramp or a slow ZCD delay
results in bigger
. Thus, it requires background calibration to track those changes. Note that the calibration of the
offset of the sub-ADC decisions reduces the residue range and
improves the linearity.

One possible method to implement the background calibration is to change
in the sub-ADC in the th stage according to the error signal generated from the sub-ADC, in the
th
stage. Fig. 8 shows three cases of residues of Nth stage
that are too low, normal, and too high. A residue voltage of Nth
stage which is either too low, or too high, can be detected using
the comparators of the th
stage with reference voltages
of
, and
; shown in Fig. 9. Whenever
these threshold voltages are exceeded, an accumulator is incremented or decremented. The accumulator output
is
fed back to the reference generation block in the Nth stage of the
sub-ADC, which shifts the reference voltages of the sub-ADC
by a systematic offset. This background calibration causes the
output residue range to converge to the desired nominal range
after several hundred sampling clock periods. A similar residue
background calibration was recently proposed in [37]. The realization of the systematic offset generator circuit will be discussed in detail in Section III.
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Fig. 13. Superposition of simulated waveforms of
within a half clock cycle using a level shifting capacitor.

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
A. Architecture
A top-level block diagram of the ADC is depicted in Fig. 10.
The ADC consists of four ZCBC stages and a final 4 bit flash.
The first stage is composed of a 3.2 bit sub-ADC (eight comparators) and an MDAC with gain of 4. Each of the subsequent
stages is scaled down by a factor of 2 relative to the preceding
stage except for the fourth stage which is not scaled. The standard redundancy for over range protection is used to relax offset
constraints in both the sub-ADC comparators and the residue
amplification, and to fold the residue to within
to
. The reference buffer, bias circuits, offset calibration
circuits, and digital error correction circuits are all implemented
on chip. Since the circuit achieves sufficient charge transfer
accuracy as well as capacitor matching at the 12 bit level,
linearity calibration is unnecessary, and was not implemented.
B. Pipeline Stages of the ZCBC
A simplified schematic of a ZCBC pipelined ADC stage is
shown in Fig. 11, where each stage has a sub-ADC, switch block
SW, reference presampling capacitors
, a ZCD, coarse and
fine current sources, level shifting capacitors
, sampling
capacitors
, and amplification capacitors
.

Fig. 14. Comparison of simulated output waveforms of small and large
.
residues at

Reference voltage ringing is a key challenge for all high-speed
ADCs due to the inherent bondwire and package inductance
when switching occurs. To allow more time for reference settling, the reference voltage is precharged to sampling capacitors
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Fig. 15. Simulated residue voltages showing the residue range background calibration with temperature swept from
swept from 0.9 to 1.1 V with a 10 MHz sinusoidal full swing input.

over an entire half-clock period. This charge is then subsequently added or subtracted during the charge transfer phase
based on the sub-ADC’s output using switches SW. With the proposed reference precharge architecture there is approximately a
factor of 1.8 penalty in noise gain compared to a conventional
architecture. To compensate for this increased noise, additional
power is spent to reduce the input referred noise contribution
of the ZCD. A similar reference precharging architecture with
reduced noise gain penalty was recently reported in [20].
A timing diagram of the charge transfer phase is shown in
Fig. 12. The input and reference voltages are sampled on
and
during the sampling phase
, respectively. In the
charge transfer phase
, the sub-ADC’s decision is applied
to SW such that
connects to the sampling capacitor
to
subtract the proper amount of charge. In the preset phase
,a
short preset pulse
sets
to
and sets
to
. This ensures the ZCD differential input voltage starts from
a negative value at the beginning of the coarse phase
. At the
beginning of the preset phase, the coarse phase control signal
and the fine phase control signal
turn on at the same time,
to reduce the transient effects, as a result of the coarse and fine
phase current sources turning on and off.
also sets
to
, and sets
to
until the coarse phase ends.
After the preset pulse
turns off, the coarse phase begins by
the coarse current charging
and discharging
at a fast rate. An intentional offset voltage for the coarse ZCD
threshold is introduced to result in an undershoot voltage at the
ZCD input of
. At this time, the sub-ADC in the next stage
converts the coarse output voltage
to a digital output. After
the coarse phase,
disconnects the
node from
, and
the
node from
so that the fine current begins to
charge
and discharge
through
at a slow
rate. When
crosses
, the sampling signal
falls to
open the sampling switches. The output voltage
is accurately sampled on the next stage capacitors
and
at this
instant. After a short delay,
turns off the fine current sources.

40 C to 125 C, and the power supply

Fig. 16. Concept of shifted reference voltage generation block.

Because the ZCD has a finite delay, a sample is taken shortly after
crosses
. This delay combined with the fine phase ramp
rate, produces a nearly constant overshoot. Fig. 13 shows the
trajectories of simulated waveforms at the output of the MDAC
stage, level shifting node, and input voltage of the ZCD within
a half clock cycle. Fig. 14 shows the comparison of simulated
output waveforms of a small and large residues at
. The
offset voltage,
, is the difference between the coarse and
fine output voltages which remain almost constant. After the fine
phase, both
and
are pulled up to
, to prevent
from floating during the next sampling phase.
Fig. 15 shows the simulated residue voltages resulting from
the background residue calibration. This simulation was performed by sweeping the temperature from 40 C to 125 C
and varying the power supply voltage from 0.9 to 1.1 V. The
ADC is initiated at 0.5 s at which time calibration begins.
Fig. 15 shows the residue range converging in around 1.0 s,
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Fig. 17. Schematic for offset reference voltage generation circuit.

which is approximately 200 cycles of sampling clock period.
The output residue converges well within the nominal residue
range as calibration runs in the background. Note that the calibration values are stored in digital registers and therefore can
be held indefinitely regardless of the input signal statistics or
activity.
C. Sub-ADC
The basic sub-ADC used in all four gain stages consists of
two reference resistor ladders and eight switched-capacitor
comparators to realize a nine level (3.2 bit) flash sub-ADC. For
each sub-ADC in stages 2–4 that follow a ZCBC, there are two
additional comparators to detect if the residue is either too high
or too low for the residue background calibration.
In a traditional sub-ADC without an offset voltage, bipolar
threshold voltages can be generated from a single resistor
ladder. However, in this case the threshold voltages for each
polarity are equal in magnitude. Here, we require a constant and
systematic offset voltage
to compensate for the early
sub-ADC decision. Fig. 16 then shows the reference ladder
modifications that generate the differential threshold voltages
of the sub-ADC comparators including the
term.
In Fig. 16, two reference voltages
are applied to two parallel resistor ladders. The positive terminals for the threshold voltages are tapped from the first ladder
at fractional values of
,
and the negative terminals for the threshold voltages are tapped
from the second ladder at fractional values of
In this way, the full
is seen in each of
the eight differential threshold voltages such that the differential
reference voltage of the th comparator
is
given by

Fig. 18. Dynamic comparator with offset cancellation. (a) Simplified
schematic of comparator. (b) Timing diagram of comparator. (c) Simulated
comparator offset calibration with 50 mV forced offset voltage.

For example, the eighth comparator threshold is
(2)
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Fig. 19. Schematic of two-stage dynamic comparator.

When compared with the nominal threshold voltage for a
traditional nine-level sub-ADC of 7/8
, we find that
. The choice to include an offset
of
in all the thresholds was made to relax headroom
issues on the lower supply voltage and to bring the resistor
ladders closer to differential operation.
Fig. 17 shows the schematic of the offset reference voltage
generation circuit (ORVGC). It consists of a two-stage op amp
and a current steering DAC
added to the output stage.
ORVGC forces currents,
, on
, and
on
where
.
code controls .
The average voltage
of the top side of the two resistor
ladders is feedback to the inverting input op-amp and changes
. Thus,
becomes
with this common mode
feedback and these different output currents from ORVGC generate
on
on
through
,
where
. Thus, new reference voltages are generated on top of the resistor ladders which are then provided
to all the comparators in the sub-ADC with shifted reference
voltages.

positive offset voltage then the comparator output will be
high. Likewise, if the comparator input has a negative offset
voltage, then the comparator output will be low. The result of
this comparison is used to update the offset calibration every
clock cycle. Fig. 18(c) shows the simulated waveforms of
the comparator offset calibration, where
and
converge to a
value of 50 mV. This 50 mV
corrects for a forced differential offset voltage of the opposite magnitude at the comparator input in the simulation. A
calibration voltage
is applied to the inverting input of
the auxiliary differential pair (
in Fig. 19). With the main
input shorted, the voltage
is incremented by the charge
pump if the comparator output is “1” and decremented if the
comparator output is “0”. After a few clock cycles, the voltage
converges to a value that cancels the comparator offset.
The current
in the charge pump is designed such that the
voltage ripple on
, after convergence, is much less than
the sub-ADC’s LSB.

D. Sub-ADC Comparator

The ZCD senses zero crossing of
in both
the coarse and fine phases. At the end of the fine phase, the
ZCD toggles
which turns off the sampling switch in the
following stage, thereby completing the charge transfer as
illustrated in Fig. 11. The ZCD consists of a main pre-amplifier
, a coarse threshold
detector
, a fine threshold detector
, and simple digital logic to create the appropriate
timing signals as shown in Fig. 20. PMOS input pairs are chosen
in the preamplifier to accommodate a low input common-mode
level. To generate an undershoot voltage in the coarse phase for
the uni-directional two-phase operation, an intentional offset
is introduced between
and
. The coarse phase
offset is set to ensure the coarse phase sufficiently undershoots
regardless of process, voltage, and temperature corners. The
noise of the ZCD is mainly determined by the preamplifier
because the noise associated with the coarse and fine detectors
are reduced by the preamplifier open-loop gain.

In [19], it was found that random offset in the gain stage’s
sub-ADC comparators increased the residue range, which then
increased the charge transfer nonlinearity. Offsets in the final
stage FLASH quantizer degraded the noise floor and DNL. To
reduce these offset voltages, large devices can be used. However, to reduce offset significantly, the devices must be scaled
by a large factor and this either increases power or limits the
bandwidth and speed. Alternatively, offset calibration may be
employed by adding extra capacitance with digital control at the
comparator outputs [25] or with self-calibration [26].
In this design, a discrete-time charge-pump based background calibration technique is used to adjust the comparator’s
offset every cycle. The comparator offset voltage calibration
circuit is shown in Fig. 18 with the corresponding timing
diagram. At the beginning of the reference sampling phase,
goes high for a brief time to short the input of the comparator for offset calibration. If the comparator input has a

E. Zero-Crossing Detector
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Fig. 20. Schematic of the ZCD.

Fig. 21. ADC die photograph.

Due to the dynamic operation of the core ZCBC, the power
consumption is proportional to the sampling rate [12], with the
exception of the bias circuitry which consumes a small amount
of static power. In the preamplifier,
provides a small
amount of bias current for a faster turn-on transient, while the
larger
only turns on during the coarse and fine phases.
As soon as
goes low,
is turned off to save power. To
reduce the power consumption at lower sampling frequencies,
the ramp currents
and , as well as the ZCD bias current
are designed to scale with the sampling clock frequency, and
track the primary current generated from a master bias control
circuit.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The ADC was fabricated in a 55 nm CMOS process, with
six metal layers, one poly layer, and MOM capacitors. Fig. 21
shows a die photograph of the ADC, occupying an area of
0.282 mm . The ADC operates from 1.1 V power supply.
The measured spectrum of the ADC with input frequency
of 10.1 MHz at 200 MS/s is shown in Fig. 22. The SNDR
is 64.6 dB (10.44 ENOB), and the SFDR is 82.9 dBc. The
SNDR and SFDR of the ADC at various input frequencies

Fig. 22. Digital output spectrum from ADC when sampling a 10.1 MHz sinusoidal input at 200 MS/s (output decimated by 16x).

are plotted in Fig. 23. SNDR degrades gradually as the input
frequency increases due to the clock jitter. Fig. 24 shows SNR
(dBFS), SNR (dBc) versus the input amplitude with 99.9 MHz
input frequency. DNL and INL are
LSB and
LSB, respectively; shown in Fig. 25. Table I
shows the ADC performance summary. The total ADC power
consumption, which includes the on-chip reference buffer
power of 5.3 mW and digital power of 1 mW, is 30.7 mW,
resulting in a figure of merit
of
111 fJ/conversion-step. The measured SNDR and power consumption versus sampling frequency are shown in Fig. 26. To
achieve an optimal power consumption vs. sampling frequency,
the primary current generated from a master bias control circuit
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Fig. 23. SNDR and SFDR versus

at 200 MS/s.
Fig. 25. DNL and INL.

Fig. 24. SNR (dBFS), SNR (dBc) versus input amplitude with
99.9 MHz.

200 MS/s,

is designed to scale with the sampling clock frequency. Since
the ramp currents
and
track the master bias current, at
lower sampling rates the ramp rate is reduced to take advantage
of the increased time available for the charge transfer. As the
sampling rate increases, the time variation associated with the

Fig. 26. SNDR versus sampling frequency.

second phase zero crossings becomes a larger fraction of the
overall half clock period. Eventually, this leads to a higher
percentage of zero-crossings failing to occur within the time
provided by a half clock period, and the accuracy is significantly
reduced as seen in Fig. 26. Conversely, at low sampling rates,
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TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH RECENT ADCS, CMOS TECHNOLOGY, HIGH RESOLUTION (

the SNDR is limited by the noise. Note the SNDR is almost
flat up to 250 MS/s before degrading gradually. The SNDR is
62.9 dB at 250 MS/s. The power consumption is approximately
proportional to the sampling frequency. The SNDR remains
above 50 dB even at 300 MS/s.
Compared to the DNL results in [19] of
LSB, the DNL in this work is improved significantly to
LSB, by applying the charge pump based calibration technique to sub-ADC’s comparators. The SNDR is
improved from 63.7 dB to 64.6 dB at low input frequencies
and from 62.5 dB to 63.2 dB at the Nyquist input frequency
of 200 MS/s. SFDR is improved from 76.6 dBc to 82.9 dBc.
The FOM has a modest improvement from 114 fJ/step to
111 fJ/step with a slight increase in the overall ADC power
consumption. At the higher sampling frequency, for example
250 MS/s, the ADC SNDR improves from 58.7 dB as compared to 62.9 dB in [19].
Table II compares the measurements of recently reported
ADCs with resolution 12 bits and higher, while Fig. 27 shows
graphical comparison of this work relative to similar previously
published converters [27]. Although there are many ADCs
with a FOM less than 100 fJ/conversion-step for lower speeds
( 100 MS/s), few ADCs achieve this FOM at higher speeds
( 100 MS/s). As Table II and Fig. 27 show, this ADC achieves
the best figure of merit among ADCs with no off-chip components (e.g., off-chip reference buffers and calibration circuits),
and sampling rates of 200 MS/s and higher.

BIT) AND HIGH SAMPLING RATE (
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MS/S)

Fig. 27. Comparison of this design (star) and previously published high resolution (12 bit and above) ADCs (diamonds) [27].

V. CONCLUSION
A 12 bit 200 MS/s ZCBC pipelined ADC which exploits an
early sub-ADC decision after the coarse phase, to maximize
charge transfer time has been presented in this paper. The systematic offset voltage between coarse and fine phases is calibrated by a residue range calibration technique. A level shifted
fine phase current source is also adopted for higher accuracy
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by reducing the signal dependency of the fine current source.
Random offsets in the sub-ADC comparators are removed by
background offset calibration through a charge-pump circuit.
The ADC includes all necessary ancillary circuits including bias
circuitry, a reference buffer, offset calibration circuits, and digital error correction logic. The linearity calibration is unnecessary due to sufficient accuracy in charge transfer and capacitor
matching. This work represents the highest speed 12 bit ZCBC
ADC to date. With the ramp rate and bias current designed to
track the sampling rate, the ADC remains functional at frequencies well over the maximum design frequency and the performance degrades gracefully up to 350 MS/s. The circuit demonstrates that ZCBC’s provide broad sampling rate tunability with
the power consumption approximately proportional to the sampling rate.
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